
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.OnePiece-me.com, the newest, coolest and most comfortable brand to hit the ME 

market.  

 

OnePiece-me.com is a unique brand, started in Norway in 2007 and launched in 2009.  

 

World Wide celebrities were spotted wearing OnePiece on their day to day events, clubs and 

international events.  

 

Unlike any other brand we commit to at least 12 events in 2013 and all OnePiece lovers will be invited to 

attend, our interaction with our audience is key to us and we value your input, you may even get the 

chance to create your own OnePiece design! Introduce your friends, blog about us, spot a celebrity in 

OnePiece, post it, share it and you get all the rewards!  

 

We ensure our customers satisfaction while shopping which is why we promise and interactive 

environment and reward participation. 

 

Cocoon Jumpsuit Black Keep Jumpsuit Black/Blue Melange 

 
Black onesie in premium cotton with an 

expandable two-zipper hood. It's got two detailed 
back pockets with zippers, two-way front zipper, 

and printed logos on chest and back of neck. 

 
Dark blue melange jumpsuit in soft premium 
cotton. The 60's inspired jumpsuit has short 

sleeves, a collar and four functional front metal 
zipper pockets. 

 

  

Air Jumpsuit Jungle 
Green 

Air Jumpsuit Midnight 
Blue 

Air Jumpsuit Black 

 

 

 

100% Cotton 250G French Terry 4 Pockets with zips 2 Cargo pockets on legs The jumpsuits 

unisex fit is perfect for him or her. Whether you're looking for total relaxation, or want to make 

a statement. This is the one product we can guarantee you won't want to take off when you 



first throw it on! 

 

 

 

A fitted black jumpsuit with patch and print designs inspired by the American Airforce. It is based out of the 

Air Jumpsuit, with it's metallic zippers, cargo leg pockets and buttoned waist tightener, as well as its slightly 

dropped crotch. 

 Fabric: 100% cotton 

 Two-way YKK® quality metal zipper 

 Cargo pockets on the legs 

 Embroidered logo on chest and neck 

 Multiple patches and a back print 

 Male model is 185 cm (6'1") tall and is wearing a size M. 

 Female model is 176 cm (5'9") tall and is wearing a size S. 

We are passionate about providing a high quality of clothes for men’s at best prices. Call us at +971 (0) 50 

6569724. 

AVIATOR ONESIE BLACK 

AVIATOR ONESIE JUNGLE 

GREEN 

AVIATOR ONESIE 

MIDNIGHT BLUE 

support@onepiece-me.com | http://onepiece-me.com 

Dubai 

+971 (0) 50 6569724 

support@onepiece-me.com
http://onepiece-me.com/

